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The 58 transportation projects Boston wants
to tackle
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The city of Boston on Tuesday unveiled its transportation blueprint for the next decade-plus.
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One highlight of the comprehensive, 228-page plan, called Go Boston 2030 Vision and Action Plan, is

its outline of 58 projects and policies the city hopes to implement, or at least advocate for.

Proposals include: launching new ferry routes, protecting

MBTA stations and roadways from rising seas, extending

the Orange Line to Roslindale and the Green Line to Hyde

Square, and creating a single chip card or mobile phone

payment option to pay for a host of transportation services

from the MBTA to Zipcar, Uber, Hubway, E-ZPass, and

parking meters.

Click the names of the projects and policies listed in the

table below to see more details about each item, as worded in the city’s report.

(The column on the left lists policies outlined in the city report, the middle column shows projects the city hopes
to tackle in the near-term, and the column on the right lists projects the city considers long-term tasks. An
asterisk (*) denotes that the city considers that item to be a “top” policy or project.)

Policies Projects: 0 to 5 years away Projects: 5 to 15+ years away

Climate Adaptation Requirements Walk- and Bike-Friendly Main Streets * Urban Rail Extension to Roslindale
Square

Development-Financed Funds for
Multimodal Transportation

Neighborhood Mobility microHUBs* Green Line Extension to Hyde Square

Pedestrian-First Traffic Signals Priority Corridors and Safe Crossings* Longwood Transit Hub

Public Realm Plan Neighborhood Slow Streets Fairmount Indigo Line Service
Improvements*

Performance-based Meter Pricing Better Bike Corridors Fairmount Indigo Line Urban Rail*

Expanded Demand Management
Program and TDM Office

Bikeshare Network Expansion LMA to JFK Rapid Bus via Dudley and
Uphams

Flexible Lanes Repurposed by Time of
Day

Forest Hills to Roslindale Square Rapid
Bus

Mattapan to LMA Rapid Bus*

Bus Service Reliability Improvements* Dorchester Ave Complete Street (South
Boston)

Improved Silver Line: Dudley to
Downtown

Restructure All Bus Routes* Washington St/Columbus Ave Complete Oak Square to Comm Ave Improved Bus

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=CxmVm0C2GWYDQJJfSpgO6iIDADvKvpeVKiraql8wFv-qIlBUQASCL1bEgYMnW5YzkpPAToAHi6aHiA8gBAuACAKgDAcgDmASqBJwCT9CscjQfr1KMN9-WUt65lFk1_Y_CxNM_kQf9WsNbUrDOyJcn9K-1neu0VRn0M8Q2WQuH_plYhKmhP06nlt3zCLFyv7pHIWdSr2onhzw7poc0tBDjPRvsdt0ydrqsNKw9wNCqX15hJS7CEi6oFg5E92pd9EHU_b0Spzv-3CZFd8CY2e9CE9st0LMchoxcHGinYhb9MxTOdhP1LztxG6d2LxUjxVI11CZHPyoZdZhXMtd4JwE1PHgHLwek2YbyEdb_c0lnl839LzakEvoAgQtM9YlTXKA3hMW0vCEHvkWBQmlNf8hhxz9n6IPi3TWrKDdUeKFHeEUAEN0YDT-K7db8m5m1VnjdxgNkn2BLdbHrvfsImdZ5uuGvp4MZr2LgBAGgBgKAB4aW3h2oB6_KG6gH3cobqAemvhvYBwHSCAcIgGEQARgBsQk7umik7tSdT9gTAg&num=1&cid=CAASEuRo9Q1ERLfuy4kwyTQFQJfCaA&sig=AOD64_1c1ecn6Agz59QLtpjNzUTGSFvsEg&client=ca-pub-2378110306265632&adurl=https://www.wieseusa.com/trackmobile-railcar-movers.html%3Futm_source%3Dadwords
https://utile.wetransfer.com/downloads/7a53f497834151d355bdf00b5dc3e80b20170228190631/ea808c
http://goboston2030.org/
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Street (JP/Roxbury) Corridor

Green Line Improvements Neighborhood Complete Street
Corridors

Seaport to Dorchester/Widett Urban Rail

Consolidated Smart Shuttle System Fairmount Greenway Neighborways Inner Harbor Expansion

Key to the City Smart Signal Districts* Dudley Square Transit Hub

Fair MBTA Fare Policy and Extended
Service Hours

Green Links Network Massachusetts Avenue Rapid Bus

Autonomous Vehicle Policy* Columbia Road Greenway* Multiuse Path Extension to the Blue Hills

Boston Metro Transit District Commonwealth Avenue beyond
Packards Corner

North Station to South Boston Waterfront
Rapid Bus*

SW Corridor Extension to Back Bay and
MGH

I-90 Newton Urban Rail

Summer Street Protected Bike Lane Climate Protection for Vulnerable MBTA
Stations

Silver Line Termini at Downtown
Crossing and South Station

West Station Transit Hub

Smart Signal Corridors* West Station Rapid Bus to LMA, Kendall,
and Harvard Square

Orange Line and Red Line Service
Improvements

South Station Expansion

Sullivan Square Enhanced Transit Hub

Morrissey Boulevard Resilient Complete
Street

Smart High-Occupancy-Vehicle Lanes
on Interstates

Climate Adaptation Requirements

Type: Policy
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The 58
transportation
projects Boston
wants to tackle

Boston to unveil
transportation plan for
future
The proposal calls for fewer cars on the road,

heavy reliance on public transit, and lots of

“microhubs.”

Where: Local

Timeframe: Five years

Description: City transportation contracts will require

analysis of climate impacts — Future designs for Boston

streets will include a two-part evaluation and analysis that

looks at how climate change will affect the street based on

its geography and other design characteristics, as well as

how the design of the street could influence the effects of

climate change on the surrounding neighborhood. A

demonstrated understanding of how stormwater, heat, and

coastal flooding could affect a roadway under future

climatic conditions and of how the roadway could contribute to reducing the effects of climate change

on the surrounding neighborhood will generate appropriate site-specific responses ranging from

innovative design to regrading to bioswales to new pavement materials.
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(Back to top)

Development-Financed Funds for Multimodal Transportation

Type: Policy

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Who’s responsible: BTD in collaboration with the BPDA and the Environment Department

Description: Incentivize more non-auto travel and infrastructure as part of new land developments

— Development projects in Boston with more than 50,000 square feet of floor area are currently

required to file a Transportation Access Plan Agreement (TAPA) with BTD. Initiating a mitigation

fund from large developers that would be pooled to comprehensively improve sustainable

transportation choices in a neighborhood, district, or corridor could support more substantive

investments in employer-based demand management programs, transit related improvements,

protected bike facilities, walkability improvements, etc., than any single developer can provide

independently. A shared funding pool also helps remove the association of a single development with

traffic impacts that have been created over time by many developments, fostering a shared

investment in needed multimodal solutions.

(Back to top)

Pedestrian-First Traffic Signals

Type: Policy

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Who’s responsible: BTD is developing new traffic signal policies to build on existing work such as
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installing LPIs

Description: Make walk-signals intuitive and give people walking a head start — Every trip begins

and ends with at least a short walk. Our traffic signals and intersection designs will recognize the

importance of supporting people on foot by shortening wait times at crossings and making signals

adapt in real time to pedestrian behavior and flows. Automatic pedestrian phases–not requiring

people to push a button–will be standard, as will countdown timers with audible indications for those

with hearing impairment. Leading Pedestrian Intervals (LPI’s) will allow people to start crossing the

street and be seen before cars are permitted to move or turn with a green light, reducing incidents of

right-turning vehicles hitting or startling walkers. Walk signals will be shown on every intersection

leg at any phase when there are not conflicts with oncoming cars. A “Don’t Walk” will only be shown

when the traffic is about to be released, allowing more time for more people to cross safely.

(Back to top)

Public Realm Plan

Type: Policy

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: Determined by project, approximately $500,000 for design and construction per year

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and developer funding

Who’s responsible: BTD with Public Works, BPDA, and Boston Arts Commission

Description: Short- and long-term neighborhood public space projects — There are many potential

improvements to the streets, sidewalks, and plazas across the City that will make them more

welcoming to pedestrians, engaging for visitors, and inviting for people needing somewhere to wait.

BTD, in conjunction with other City departments, hopes to activate and improve areas across the city

with placemaking, public art, green infrastructure, and wayfinding. Building upon successful

initiatives like those in Hyde Square in Jamaica Plain or at the Tontine Crescent in downtown Boston,
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pilot tests for plazas and streetscape improvements will happen annually. Guidelines for community

members to follow for installing parklets, painting street murals, and prototyping with other tactical

interventions citywide will also be forthcoming.

(Back to top)

Performance-based Meter Pricing

Type: Policy

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Potential funding sources: BTD operating budget

Who’s responsible: BTD and MONUM

Description: Set differentiated parking rates based on demand to improve availability at curbside —

At the more than 8,000 metered parking spaces in the city, new technology is allowing BTD to set

variable meter prices. A pilot program has begun in Back Bay and will begin in April 2017 in the

Seaport. At peak times in busy commercial districts, higher parking prices encourage faster turnover

and compete with nearby garage rates. Parking meters can continue to operate later into the evening

or earlier in the morning and be installed in more neighborhoods at a lower price point that regulates

parking without discouraging potential customers. The new ParkBoston app also allows drivers to add

time to a meter that is about to expire and extend beyond the regular maximum time-limit.

(Back to top)

Expanded Demand Management Program and TDM Office

Type: Policy

Where: Local
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Timeframe:Establish City TDM office within five years

Approx. cost:$200,000 per year operating costs for the new office

Potential funding sources:APCC fees and TMA support

Who’s responsible: BTD and the Environment Department

Description: Enchance Boston’s capacity to introduce programs that reduce driving — The City will

expand upon best practices already in place through BTD’s Transportation Access Plan Agreement

(TAPA) review process to mandate that all new employers, developers, institutions, and

transportation operators participate in or create new programs and incentives to help meet Go Boston

2030’s mode shift and other targets. Working in collaboration with existing Transportation

Management Associations (TMAs), the City will enforce existing commitments and annual

monitoring requirements and promote solutions such as carshare fleets, guaranteed emergency rides

home, on-site bikeshare, private mobility hubs, bicycle “pedal and park” park and rides, integrated

multimodal mobile trip planners, universal transit access passes, and other essential employee and

resident benefit programs that encourage people to travel without a private car.

(Back to top)

Flexible Lanes Repurposed by Time of Day

Type: Policy

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: Costs would be accommodated in BTD operating budget

Potential funding sources: BTD operating budget

Who’s responsible: BTD

Description: Dynamic curb regulations that can adapt for greater transit or biking capacity when
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needed or convert to expanded sidewalk space off-peak — Roadways have different demands

depending on the time of day and day of the week. Responding flexibly to their real use can allow for

a single lane to efficiently serve different uses during peak and off-peak hours. Flexible lanes can

become exclusive bus or bike lanes for part of the day or they can change direction for additional

capacity depending on the primary direction of travel. Flexible lanes might provide space for evening

or weekend expansion of sidewalk space with temporary cafes or parklets, or they can accommodate

expanded loading zones during the week to discourage double-parking. With advances in technology,

particularly the use of smartphone navigation and autonomous vehicles, more adaptive lane uses will

be possible, and the flexibility to adjust for large scale events or detours will also be possible. Boston

is already working with Streetparkd, to create the underlying electronic database of all curb

regulations citywide. This databased, called BPARC (Boston Parking Atlas and Rules Census), will

ultimately link to user apps and technologies that make it easier to find car parking, shared rides,

bicycle parking, and more.

(Back to top)

Bus Service Reliability Improvements*

Type: Policy

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA for construction with City capital plan for street

design

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA and BTD

Description: Ensure that each of the 30 bus routes with the highest ridership operate more

effectively — In 2013 and 2014, the 15 bus routes in the MBTA system with the highest ridership were

the focus of a project to consolidate stops and develop a schedule with more frequent service, “with

buses arriving every 10 minutes or better during weekday peak periods, every 15 minutes or better
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during weekday midday, and every 20 minutes or better during off-peak periods.” Now, these bus

routes, along with the next 15 busiest, will be the focus of further improvements including exclusive

bus lanes where there is a segment of particularly high ridership and a high frequency of buses,

offboard payment or another system that allows for all-door boarding, signal priority when buses run

behind schedule, and better bus stops.

(Back to top)

Restructure All Bus Routes*

Type: Policy

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Initiate changes within five years

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: MBTA

Who’s responsible: MBTA with local municipalities

Description: Conduct a public process and study to identify areas needing new or improved bus

connections — Beginning with Focus40, the MBTA is taking a fresh multi-year look at its operations

and routes and the possibility of expanded service. In collaboration with the MBTA, the City of

Boston would work with the community to develop a new network of bus routes that better-match

Bostonians’ travel needs, provide the most frequent service where there is the highest demand and

ensure ADA compliance. The MBTA will also consider a set of routes that would best serve the city

overnight to provide 24-hour access to jobs, as laid out by the MBTA in its Fair Fare policy and

Extended Service Hours policy.

(Back to top)

Green Line Improvements
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Type: Policy

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Initiate within five years

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: MBTA, FTA/FHWA

Who’s responsible: MBTA with street design changes by BTD

Description: Technology improvements to increase speed and reliability — A combination of several

technology improvements will increase Green Line speed, reliability, and travel times. To improve

safety in the most congested section between Kenmore and Government Center, a safety system will

increase spacing, which will be compensated by going to three-car trains from today’s twocar trains to

preserve or increase capacity. On surface sections of the B, C, and E branches, signal priority

technologies will ensure that trains no longer need to wait at cross streets; station improvements will

make each stop fully-accessible to anyone of any ability while allowing off-board payment and all-

door boarding to reduce station delays; and continued stop consolidation will further reduce the

number of delays on all three lines, thereby helping to make peak-hour signal progression work

better.

(Back to top)

Consolidated Smart Shuttle System

Type: Policy

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within five years

Approx. cost: $500,000 for an operations plan

Potential funding sources: BCEC, Massport, developers and employers, MASCO, and area
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Who’s responsible: Service providers who would be selected through open RFP process

Description: Eliminate redundant service with responsive vehicle requests — An on-demand shuttle

service would provide circulation between major rail stations and large employers in congested

commercial districts. This would build upon similar efforts by the Boston Convention and Exhibition

Center (BCEC), BTD, and Massport to improve access to the South Boston Waterfront, as well as the

current system of MASCO and EZRide shuttles which connect North Station to the LMA and Kendall

Square. Rather than running separate shuttles for individual buildings or employers, a consolidated

fleet could run at higher frequencies with lower overall cost. A system designed to request vehicles

electronically via the web and mobile devices could also allow for an ebb and flow of shuttles that is

responsive to demand. While preserving preference for employees, allowing the public to use these

shuttles for a nominal fare can better integrate this supplemental service into the existing transit

system.

(Back to top)

Key to the City

Type: Policy

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within zero to five years

Approx. cost: To be determined

Potential funding sources: Service providers such as the MBTA, car, ride and bikeshare

companies, and BTD for meter parking integration

Who’s responsible: Service providers

Description: Payment technology to access all transportation services — Instead of paying for

transportation services separately–with a Charlie Card, Commuter Rail ticket, bikeshare membership

key, Zipcar membership card, ridehailing app, quarters or an app for parking meters, and an EZPass

to pay tolls in your car–a Key to the City would enable transportation users in Boston to pay for a
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suite of transportation options through a single platform on either a chip card or with a mobile

phone. While technology options are changing rapidly and many important legal agreements need to

be worked out, these payment systems would enable easier transfers on multimodal trips and reward

people who use a combination of transportation options with lower greenhouse gas emissions. It may

also allow for price reductions for people traveling outside of commuter peaks to incentivize travelers

who don’t contribute to congestion.

(Back to top)

Fair MBTA Fare Policy and Extended Service Hours

Type: Policy

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: MBTA and employers along with City of Boston and other

municipalities

Who’s responsible: Who’s Responsible: MBTA with City of Boston and other municipalities

Description: Coordination with the State to ensure access to transit for low-income residents,

people with disabilities, and employees with off-hour shifts — Public transit is a public good and the

City of Boston will continue to advocate for a fare structure that preserves access to high-quality

transit for low-income and disabled populations. Working with MassDOT’s program to revamp its

automated fare collection system (also known as AFC 2.0), the City and State will provide

opportunities for more equitable fares and subsidy programs. Discussions with MassDOT are already

underway regarding discounts for lower-income riders and re-instating late-night bus service, which

could include 24-hour service. The City also will continue to explore ways to extend the hours of the

trains and communicate service hours clearly to the public so they can reliably use transit as a late-

night and early-morning option. Other early actions might include making free subway and bus

transfers to and from the Fairmount Line and increasing the availability of student and youth pass
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discounts.

(Back to top)

Autonomous Vehicle Policy*

Type: Policy

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Testing and Initial policies: Spring 2017

Approx. cost: Policy work is in-kind

Funding sources: World Economic Forum, City of Boston, with Boston Planning and Development

Agency/Economic Development and Industrial Corporation

Who’s responsible: BTD and the Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics

Description: Preparing for self-driving cars — Boston is working with the Boston Consulting Group

and the World Economic Forum on a year-long collaboration focused on creating policy

recommendations and supporting on-street testing of autonomous (self-driving) vehicles. There is an

initial focus on the testing of new technology, which will lead to the exploration of business models

and urban infrastructure that improve safety, access, and sustainability. This policy development

process is generating best practices to ensure that vehicles are shared, electric, and can improve

mobility options for all residents, not just those who can afford the technology. Attention is also being

paid to the potential implications of this technology on our workforce, land use, urban design, and

transportation funding.

(Back to top)

Boston Metro Transit District

Type: Policy
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Where: Regional

Timeframe: 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: $10 million per year for operations

Potential funding sources: City of Boston and parking impact fees

Who’s responsible: BTD

Description: Rebalancing transit dollars to jointly fund new services in core communities — Boston

will spearhead a new core transit district in collaboration with nearby communities to provide

additional transit services that expand the MBTA’s capacity within the broader region. Building off of

local shuttle successes, the district would focus on non-competing modes that may include shared

transportation and technology providers that could extend the range of MBTA transit or alternative

modes of travel such as mini-buses, streetcars, or urban rail on routes such as the Fairmount Indigo

Line. Boston would complement this with a new transit streets initiative that focuses on speeding up

buses and improving the passenger experience on city streets. Broader and creative revenue sources

would help fund new services and improvements, and integrated fare payment and information

technologies would make the services feel seamlessly integrated with the MBTA.

(Back to top)

Walk- and Bike-Friendly Main Streets *

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing, with an estimated two to three districts per year

Approx. cost: $25 million over five years for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and developer funding

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with Boston Main Streets
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Description: Improvements to neighborhood commercial districts for people traveling on foot and

by bike — Walking- and bicycling-friendly Main Streets districts would focus on street and sidewalk

investments that incentivize walking and biking to and through every local business district in the

city. Signalized crossings would prioritize walking with responsive push-buttons or automatic

pedestrian cycles, longer walk times that start before turning cars, and shorter crossing distances.

Additions such as lighting, benches, and trees would also support people who chose to travel on foot,

and all improvements would be made accessible to anyone of any physical ability. Bike-friendly

features would include priority for better bike corridors as well as additional bike parking, bikeshare

stations, and safer intersection designs. Way-finding signage, parklets, and simplified processes for

closing streets to traffic on a temporary basis would also support people choosing to walk, bike, and

take transit to our Main Streets.

(Back to top)

Neighborhood Mobility microHUBs*

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing over 10 years in coordination with bikeshare and DriveBoston expansion

Approx. cost: $500,000 for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and MBTA funding (FTA provides limited funds for

bikeshare installation related to transit)

Who’s responsible: BTD and MBTA

Description: Multiple prominent neighborhood access points to shared transit resources —

Centered around T-stations, bus network nodes, and local destinations such as community centers

and smallbusiness districts, Mobility microHUBs are designed to provide and identify a range of

connected travel choices. Using clearly-branded kiosks or nodes with real-time interactive

information displays about transit schedules and shared vehicle availability, people can connect
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quickly between bus and train service, a Hubway station, secure bike parking, carshare vehicles,

ridehailing pick-up spots, and electric vehicle charging stations at every microHUB. Coupled with

free Wi-Fi and intuitive wayfinding, these nodes become reliable ways to start, continue, or complete

a multimodal journey. Placemaking strategies including plazas or parklets, sidewalk amenities,

information signs, shelters, and works of art at each of these hubs will make them places that are

worth stopping in when you have the time or if you have to wait.

(Back to top)

Priority Corridors and Safe Crossings*

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing with corridors and intersections selected based on crash data, and

observations from public input on Vision Zero’s Safety Concerns map

Approx. cost: $3.1 million a year for design and construction for Vision Zero corridors and safe

crossings and Neighborhood Slow Streets

Potential funding sources: City capital plan

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works

Description: Safety measures along Massachusetts Avenue and Codman Square; two additional

corridors every year and multiple independant intersection improvements — Roadway design that

prioritizes vulnerable road users on corridors with historic safety concerns will work to reduce traffic

fatalities and severe injuries across Boston. The toolkit for improving safety at intersections may

include shortening crossing distances, “daylighting” intersections to make pedestrians more visible,

restricting turn movements on red, giving people more time to cross on walk signals, and allowing

pedestrians to start across the street and be clearly seen before turning cars have a green light. Along

the streets there will be a combination of protected bike lanes, speed radar signs, fresh pavement

markings, and more commercial and short-term parking to prevent double-parked vehicles from

stopping in dangerous places.
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(Back to top)

Neighborhood Slow Streets

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing, with new districts selected annually based on a community application

process and data analysis

Approx. cost: $3.1 million a year for design and construction for Vision Zero corridors and safe

crossings and Neighborhood Slow Streets

Potential funding sources: City capital plan

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works

Description: Traffic calming on residential streets — Through the Neighborhood Slow Streets

program, residents can apply for traffic calming on a cluster of residential streets within their

neighborhood. Selected districts will work with the City to implement a variety of designs to slow

traffic across 10-12 blocks, including speed humps, curb extensions, small traffic circles, and wiggles

in the roadway (called chicanes). When entering a Slow Streets area, signage and pavement markings

will indicate to drivers that their behavior should change.

(Back to top)

Better Bike Corridors

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing and over 15 years in conjunction with local community process
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Approx. cost: $1 to $2 million per year for design and construction

Potential funding sources: COB capital plan and Boston MPO TIP construction funds

Who’s responsible: BTD, Public Works, and MassDOT

Description: Rebuild streets with protected and low-stress bicycling facilities — New projects will

aspire to make bicycling a safe, comfortable, and convenient choice for more of Boston’s residents

and visitors. Better bike lanes go beyond traditional bike lanes, which are painted on the street

between moving and parked cars. The city will pursue more priority routes with bike lanes that are

separated from moving vehicles and on neighborhood streets that are retrofitted to slow traffic.

Similar approaches are part of Boston’s Complete Streets Guidelines and Neighborhood Slow Streets

efforts. Today, Boston residents can experience protected bike lanes on parts of Western Avenue in

Allston; Commercial Street, Staniford Street, and Atlantic Ave in the North End and West End; and

parts of Beacon Street and Massachusetts Avenue in the Bay Bay. Future better bike lanes are

planned for additional corridors, including: Columbia Road Greenway, SW Corridor Extension to

Back Bay and MGH, Melnea Cass Blvd, where protected bike lanes will connect the SW Corridor to

Boston Medical Center.

(Back to top)

Bikeshare Network Expansion

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: $6.5 million for installation

Potential funding sources: Title and other sponsorships, advertising, private foundation and

public agency grants, developer funding, user-generated revenues, and COB capital and operating

funds
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Who’s responsible: BTD

Description: Increase the number of bikes and stations to reach more Bostonians — Bikeshare is a

newer type of public transportation, providing a reliable and low-cost option for getting around the

city and adjacent region. Launched in 2011, the regional bikeshare system now has more than 1,600

bikes and 180 stations across Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, and Somerville. The system has grown

so that docking stations are within a 5- to 10-minute walk of other stations; this allows people to find

an alternative bike or dock if a station is full or empty, without significantly adding time to their trips.

By the end of 2022, Boston aims to grow its part of the system 137 new stations, for a total of 268

stations in the city. The growth includes additional stations within the busiest areas of the system and

broader access in all densely-populated neighborhoods.

(Back to top)

Forest Hills to Roslindale Square Rapid Bus

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Within five years based on partnership with local community process

Approx. cost: $250,000 for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital budget and MBTA

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA and BTD

Description: Bus priority treatments from Forest Hills to Roslindale Square — Using a reserved

transit lane on Washington Street and bus signal priority, all existing bus service between Roslindale

and Forest Hills would be able to operate clear of traffic congestion, greatly increasing transit speed,

capacity, and reliability. The transit lane could be reversible, and flexible curb regulations would

preserve vehicle capacity in the peak direction. With these bus service improvements, existing

services could serve more riders in Roslindale and in points further south. In the long term, this route

could utilize abandoned rail tracks that extend to Hyde Park, potentially bringing rapid bus to even
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more underserved residents.

(Back to top)

Dorchester Ave Complete Street (South Boston)

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing design within five years and construction within 15 years

Approx. cost: $7 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital budget and Boston MPO TIP

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with BPDA

Description: Make Dot Ave between Broadway and Andrew Square more multimodal — As outlined

in the BPDA’s PLAN South Boston report, Dorchester Avenue will be redesigned as a street that

serves as the retail anchor to the district as well as a key multimodal thoroughfare. Enhanced

crosswalks accessible to those of all abilities as well as other safety and public realm improvements,

protected or separated bike lanes, and queue jump lanes along with signal priority for buses will

support active transportation and retail activity. Old Colony Avenue, Edge Street, and (new) Ellery

Street will also be designed for multimodal use appropriate to the transportation needs and scale of

the surrounding buildings.

(Back to top)

Washington St/Columbus Ave Complete Street (JP/Roxbury)

Type: Project

Where: Local
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Timeframe: Ongoing design within five years and construction within 15 years

Approx. cost: $12 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital budget and Boston MPO TIP

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with BPDA

Description: Make the corridor between Forest Hills and Jackson Sq more multimodal — As

outlined in the BPDA’s PLAN JP/ Rox report, Washington Street and Columbus Ave will gradually

transition from auto-related businesses to a corridor of mixed-use multi-family buildings to better

connect existing walkable clusters of businesses and homes. Pedestrian friendliness will be a key

design feature along the corridor, with widened sidewalks and improved crossings. The design of

Egleston Square in particular will focus on helping people navigate it safely on foot. Bicycle facilities,

bike parking, and improved way-finding will support local trips and help people access the Southwest

Corridor. Bus lanes, queue jump lanes, and operational improvements at bus stops will improve

Columbus Ave and part of Washington Street for transit.

(Back to top)

Neighborhood Complete Street Corridors

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing and over 15 years

Approx. cost: $40 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan for design and Boston MPO TIP for construction

Who’s responsible: BTD, Public Works, and MassDOT

Description: Enhancements to promote safe travel for those walking, on bikes, in buses, and driving

cars — Implementing Boston’s Complete Streets Guidelines, the City will install enhancements along
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several neighborhood connectors that improve travel safety, accommodate people biking, and make

walking more comfortable. These include East Boston’s longest connector, Bennington Street;

Washington Street between Egleston and Dudley Squares; Humboldt Avenue in Roxbury; Cummins

Highway connecting Roslindale and Mattapan; and Tremont Street in the South End.

(Back to top)

Fairmount Greenway Neighborways

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Five years for design and 15 years for construction in coordination with local public

process

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: City capital plan, DCR for path along Neponset, EPA Region 1, and

MassDOT’s Complete Streets program

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with MassDOT and DCR

Description: A nine-mile walking and biking route that parallels the Fairmount Indigo Line — This

multi-site urban greenway links the Fairmount stations, open space, and other developing

neighborhood amenities with an on-street biking and walking route that loosely follows the

Fairmount/ Indigo Line. The neighborways would include traffic calming, wider sidewalks,

wayfinding signs and markings, improved intersection crossings with busy streets, and green

infrastructure enhancements. In addition to the primary north-south route, there would be shorter

loops for local trips that safely connect residents, commuters, shoppers, and visitors to transit

stations; to new and existing open space, including parks, community gardens, schools; and to

neighborhood business districts and historic sites.

(Back to top)
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Smart Signal Districts*

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: $25 million over five years for smart corridors and districts as well as other signal

upgrades

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and developer funding

Who’s responsible: BTD

Description: Traffic lights talk to each other to facilitate movement in congested parts of the city —

Building upon smart signal corridor approaches, in the South Boston Waterfront, Sullivan Square, the

Bulfinch Triangle (just south of North Station), and Dudley Square, traffic signals would

communicate with one another as vehicle traffic backs up onto short blocks when drivers wait to turn

or as crossing walkers surge from trains or buses unloading nearby. Signals would then adjust their

timing to alleviate temporary delays and avoid intermittent conflicts. District-wide, automated

responses to traffic, bike, and walk flows would have traffic signals work together as a single network,

and adjustments in one section would be sensitive to impacts in another.

(Back to top)

Green Links Network

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: Determined by project, approximatley $500,000 per year
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Potential funding sources: City capital budget, DCR, Boston MPO TIP, and private developers

and institutions

Who’s responsible: BTD, Public Works, Boston Parks, DCR, and private institutions and

developers

Description: Enhanced pedestrian and bicycle paths between greenways including Yawkey Station

to Fenway, Roxbury to Fenway, and Arboretum to Roslindale — Boston Green Links is a city-wide

plan to connect people in every neighborhood to Boston’s greenway network by installing new paths,

new bike facilities, and safer road crossings. In particular, ongoing projects include the Roxbury to

Fenway connector, that will link the Southwest Corridor Park and the Emerald Necklace for local

residents and the South Bay Harbor Trail, which will connect Lower Roxbury and the South End to

Boston Harbor. The plan has been developed in collaboration with multiple city departments,

MassDOT, the state’s Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR), the LandLine and Emerald

Network initiatives, and community groups. Individual links will be implemented over time, through

grants, partnerships, and Cityfunded projects.

(Back to top)

Columbia Road Greenway*

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within five to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $17 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital budget, private contributions, Boston MPO TIP

Who’s responsible: BTD, Public Works, and Boston Parks

Description: Create a neighborhood friendly street connecting to Franklin and Moakley Parks —

With over 100-feet between building faces, Columbia Road is one of the widest streets in Boston. The
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proposed greenway would preserve vehicle travel in both directions while consolidating the median,

sidewalks, and wider areas into a context-sensitive linear park stretching from Franklin Park to

Moakley Park. The allocation of roadway space will be determined in conjunction with local residents

and will include improved pedestrian paths and crossings, protected bike paths, and significantly

more trees to transform this former boulevard into a vibrant green corridor that is connected to the

Blue Hill multiuse path to the south, the Fairmount Greenway, Dorchester Ave. Complete Street, and

the Carson Beach bike path, creating a continuous protected bicycling network into Downtown.

(Back to top)

Commonwealth Avenue beyond Packards Corner

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Ongoing design with construction within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local

community process

Approx. cost: $17 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan for design and Boston MPO TIP for construction

Who’s responsible: Public Works with BTD and MassDOT

Description: Enhancing multimodal movement and safety in Brighton — The Boston Public Works

Department is redesigning Commonwealth Avenue between Brighton Avenue (Packards Corner) and

Warren/Kelton Streets. The redesigned corridor will feature separated bicycle facilities,

improvements to sidewalks and crosswalks, enhanced access to the MBTA Green Line, preservation

and enhancement of historic landscape features, and the implementation of innovative sustainable

features. The centerpiece of the project will be the redesigned intersection of Commonwealth Avenue

and Harvard Avenue, which will feature extensive safety improvements, as well as new outdoor public

spaces.

(Back to top)
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SW Corridor Extension to Back Bay and MGH

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within five years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $500,000 for short-term and $10 million for long-term improvements

Potential funding sources: City capital budget for short-term and Boston MPO for reconstruction

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works

Description: Complete a fully-protected bike connection across the city — Building upon the

planned reconstruction of Back Bay Station by MassDOT, the Southwest Corridor Park’s multiuse

path will be connected beyond the Back Bay into Downtown on a route to be selected in conjunction

with the local community. One possible route would travel along Columbus Ave, Arlington Street, and

Charles Street to Cambridge Street as protected or separated bicycle lanes, utilizing excess lane

capacity on each roadway. A connection to the Blackwell Path in the Arboretum will increase access to

the corridor from the south. This cross-town downtown bike facility will complete an essential Boston

offstreet corridor, allowing travelers from Jamaica Plain, Mission Hill, Roxbury, and Roslindale to

make a continuous, safe bicycling connection to downtown jobs and destinations, including Mass

General Hospital and the West End. Additional southern connections to the proposed Blue Hill Ave

Greenway would allow the corridor to also serve Hyde Park and Mattapan, as well as Dedham and

Milton.

(Back to top)

Summer Street Protected Bike Lane

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown
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Timeframe: Within five years

Approx. cost: $14 million design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan for design, Boston MPO TIP, and developer

contributions

Who’s responsible: Public Works and BTD with MassDOT, Massport, and BCEC

Description: Protected bicycle facilities through the South Boston Waterfront — The City of Boston

will commence with the reconstruction of Summer Street in the spring of 2018. The reconstruction

effort will pursue the highest level of protected bike lanes all the way from South Boston into

Downtown. The initial phase of the reconstruction effort will start at Fort Point Channel and continue

to West Service Road. The second phase will extend from West Service Road to the Wharf District

and the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center (BCEC) and then on to the Reserve Channel. In the

long term, protected bike lane facilities will extend along East First Street, providing a continuous

protected bicycling network through Dorchester, Hyde Park, and Mattapan by linking with the

Harborwalk, a resilient Morrissey Boulevard, the Columbia Road Greenway, and the Neponset

Greenway.

(Back to top)

Silver Line Termini at Downtown Crossing and South Station

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within five years

Approx. cost: $2.5 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA and developers

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA and BTD
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Description: Improve the convenience and quality at key Silver Line transfer points — These

enhancements create terminus stations for the Washington Street Silver Line that facilitate transfers

to the Orange, Red, and waterfront Silver Lines. In Downtown Crossing, the stop would be relocated

to Washington Street and served by an enhanced shelter a few steps from the subway entrance while

being complimented by new markings, lights, and signs to facilitate transfers by those unfamiliar with

the system. At South Station, the stop would be relocated to the left side of Atlantic Avenue with an

exclusive lane and new shelter on a boarding median, immediately adjacent to the Red and Silver

Line headhouse at One Financial Center to facilitate quick transfers with complimentary signage.

These enhanced connections are interim transfer improvements until a full underground connection

between the Washington Street and waterfront Silver Lines can be constructed.

(Back to top)

Smart Signal Corridors*

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Ongoing

Approx. cost: $25 million over five years for smart corridors and districts, as well as other signal

upgrades

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and local developers

Who’s responsible: BTD

Description: Traffic signals that talk to each other — Building off of and sometimes connecting to

more localized Smart Signals Districts, these Smart Signal Corridors would allow BTD to better

manage traffic flow for those walking, biking, riding transit, and driving on some of the City’s most

congested corridors. Today, staff at the City’s Traffic Management Center monitor traffic cameras and

manually adjust signal timing to improve driving conditions. Smart signal corridors would go one

step farther by automatically adjusting signals in ways that respond better to the primary direction

and desired speed of traffic flows. State-of-the art signals would improve the capacity of the City to
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give green lights to arriving transit and emergency vehicles, calculate green wave patterns that allow

people biking and driving to stop less frequently, communicate with autonomous cars, and give more

walk time at crossings when sidewalk crowding is an issue

(Back to top)

Orange Line and Red Line Service Improvements

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: To be completed by 2022

Approx. cost: $1.3 billion ($800 million for new cars; $500 million for signals)

Potential funding sources: FTA and MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MBTA and MassDOT

Description: Expand capacity with new signals, new vehicles, and more frequent service —

Beginning in 2019, and to be completed by 2022, the number of Orange Line train cars will increase

from 120 to 152 with new larger vehicles, increasing the capacity and reliability of service while

improving the customer experience. Combined with signal upgrades and an expanded maintenance

facility at Wellington, the Orange Line will be capable of delivering four-minute headways during

peak service and increase overall service capacity by 30%. This will reduce crowding and also allow

for growth at underutilized sites along the corridor that are strong candidates for transit-oriented

development. Meanwhile, new Red Line cars, as well as track and signal improvements along the

Braintree branch, will enable trains to operate more smoothly, increasing capacity and reliability on

the entire line.

(Back to top)

Sullivan Square Enhanced Transit Hub
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Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: To be determined by ongoing Lower Mystic Regional planning process

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA and local developers

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA

Description: Improving the customer experience and connections to the neighborhood — Along

with new rapid bus service to Everett and new shuttles to the Wynn Casino, Sullivan Station

amenities and access will be enhanced. Within the station, improved wayfinding, lighting, and

waiting areas will increase rider comfort. Outside, bus berths will be reconfigured onto one level with

improved operating efficiencies, and riders will have well-lit shelters, realtime information displays,

comfortable benches, and other modern amenities. Rationalized bus and automobile circulation will

be accompanied by an improved walking experience to and from the station along and across

Broadway, Mystic Avenue, Cambridge Street, and Sullivan Square itself.

(Back to top)

Morrissey Boulevard Resilient Complete Street

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Design ongoing with construction within 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: $17 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR)

Who’s responsible: DCR
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Description: An enhanced multimodal corridor guarded against sea level rise — A multi-year

reconstruction of Morrissey Boulevard will correct frequent street flooding and prepare the corridor

for anticipated sea level rise and storm surges. While enhancing stormwater management

infrastructure, the reconstruction will add new bicycle and pedestrian paths to enable safe travel

without a car along its entire length.

(Back to top)

Smart High-Occupancy-Vehicle Lanes on Interstates

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Five years

Approx. cost: $15 million

Potential funding sources: MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MassDOT

Description: Incentivize regional transit, car-pooling, and shared-rides by separating them from

congested general freeway traffic — In coordination with MassDOT, existing and new HOV lanes

would be converted to smart lanes that are open only to transit, shared rides, and carpools—restricted

to permitted vehicles only through MassDOTs new overhead license-plate reading gantries. This

electronic lane technology allows the existing Interstate 93 HOV lane to be extended north to

Interstate 95, the gap on I-93 between Morrissey Boulevard and Widett Circle to be filled, and new

HOV lanes to be added to I-90 and Route 1. In the future, vehicles equipped with autonomous or

driverless technologies that allow closer spacing and automated speed control can greatly increase the

capacity of these lanes.

(Back to top)
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Urban Rail Extension to Roslindale Square

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: 15+ years in coordination with local public process

Approx. cost: $500 million (for Orange Line Extension)

Potential funding sources: MBTA

Who’s responsible: MassDOT and MBTA

Description: Subway-like service to Roslindale — Much like the Red Line extension to Alewife in

1985, the Orange Line could be extended to Roslindale or further. Alternatively, subway-like service

could be added to the Needham Line that already runs from Forest Hills T-station. By providing this

new service, an entire neighborhood as well as one of Boston’s most successful Main Streets district

will be connected by train to Forest Hills and beyond, enabling a single-seat subway-like ride where

bus-to-train transfers were once needed. A parallel multiuse path will connect Roslindale Square to

one of Boston’s premiere open spaces, the Arnold Arboretum. Extending the Orange Line would

require land acquisition and consolidation followed by major capital investments in new rail lines and

a new station at Roslindale Square. Improved and more frequent service is possible to West Roxbury

and beyond along this corridor, whether by the Orange Line or subway-like service on the Needham

Line.

(Back to top)

Green Line Extension to Hyde Square

Type: Project

Where: Local

Timeframe: 15+ years
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Approx. cost: $40 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan, MBTA, and FTA

Who’s responsible: MBTA

Description: Continue service on the E Line for a mile beyond Heath Street — The existing Green

Line beyond Brigham Circle would be upgraded and extended beyond Heath Street to Hyde Square,

creating an improved transit connection between the Longwood Medical Area and Jamaica Plain. The

existing protected rail median on Huntington Avenue would be extended to South Huntington by

moving onstreet parking to side streets converted to one-way pairs. In-street operations south of

Huntington could continue, with the final alignment to serve Hyde Square determined through a

separate process.

(Back to top)

Longwood Transit Hub

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 10 to 20 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $5 million for design and construction of first phase

Potential funding sources: MASCO institutions with BTD, Public Works, and MassDOT/MBTA

Who’s responsible: MASCO as lead

Description: A consolidated LMA transit center to improve transit quality and safety — In the heart

of the LMA within a five-minute walk of most of its institutions, a new transit center is envisioned on

Longwood Avenue to serve the majority of MBTA routes that connect Boston residents to the LMA’s

jobs and services. As proposed by MASCO, the hub will have modern passenger amenities, real-time

arrival displays, new off-street loading bays, and amenities for pedestrians and bicyclists. Transit

riders will have a safer and more comfortable experience. Future longterm expansion could include
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new enclosed public spaces and direct underground connections to an enhanced LMA to Kendall

crosstown connection. Carshare, bikeshare, and shuttles in the surrounding area will provide

additional transportation choices.

(Back to top)

Fairmount Indigo Line Service Improvements*

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: $35 million in capital improvements and $4 million per year for operations

Potential funding sources: MBTA

Who’s responsible: BTD and MBTA

Description: Phase One: Increase the frequency and improve the payment systems 

(Back to top)

Fairmount Indigo Line Urban Rail*

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: 15+ years

Approx. cost: $400 million

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA, City capital plan, FTA
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Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA and BTD

Description: Phase Two: Bringing the benefits of subway service to a walkable Fairmount corridor

— Expanding beyond current service improvements to the Fairmount Line, a new set of urban rail

cars would be introduced, operating at higher speeds and 5 to 10 minute frequencies to create

Boston’s sixth rapid transit line. Working in close partnership with a wide array of neighborhood

interests, the line is envisioned to be extended both south to Dedham Corporate Park/Legacy Place

along existing tracks and north past South Station into the Seaport and South Boston via the existing

Silver Line tunnel and/or Track 61/Seaport Rail with a new tunnel below the congested South Station

tracks to directly link with the Silver Line. Further station area improvements would bring a true

urban subway environment and service quality to Dorchester, Mattapan, Hyde Park, and beyond.

New transit centers at Readville or Widett Circle would allow riders to connect to the Providence Line

commuter rail and inter-city Amtrak service. To make this project successful, a separate operating

and financing entity other than the MBTA — such as a municipal transit district — may be necessary,

given the MBTA’s already overburdened financial constraints.

(Back to top)

LMA to JFK Rapid Bus via Dudley and Uphams

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $35 million for design and construction with vehicle costs to be determined.

Potential funding sources: City capital budget for design, Boston MPO TIP for roadway

construction, and MassDOT/MBTA for vehicle costs

Who’s responsible: BTD and PWD with MassDOT/MBTA

Description: Quality transit connecting the LMA with Roxbury, Dorchester, the Fairmount Indigo

Line, and the Red Line — A single bus transit line utilizing signal priority and some exclusive lanes or
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queue-jump lanes will provide an essential crosstown transit connection from the JFK/UMass Red

Line Station to Uphams Corner Indigo Line station, Dudley Square Silver Line station, Roxbury

Crossing Orange Line station, and into the LMA. Likely following portions of MBTA Route 41 and

operating on Columbia Road, Dudley Street, Malcom X Boulevard, Tremont Street, and Huntington

Ave or St. Alphonsus Street, higherfrequency crosstown service would give a large residential

population direct connections to commercial and employment centers along the line, with many more

connected via transfers from the Red, Orange, and Fairmount Indigo Lines. A shorter term key bus

route using existing transit equipment is possible between the Red Line stations and the LMA while

final alignment planning for the rapid bus is being determined in conjunction with the surrounding

neighborhoods of Fenway, Mission Hill, Roxbury and Dorchester in conjunction with employers.

(Back to top)

Mattapan to LMA Rapid Bus*

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $55 million for design and construction with vehicle costs to be determined

Potential funding sources: City capital budget for design, Boston MPO TIP for roadway

construction, and MassDOT/MBTA for vehicle costs

Who’s responsible: BTD and PWD with MassDOT/MBTA

Description: Faster transit connections to the medical district from southern Boston — A new

transit line with high-quality stops, signal priority, all-door boarding, and some exclusive lanes will

create direct transit connections for residents of Mattapan and southwest Dorchester to jobs and

medical care in Roxbury, Mission Hill, and the Longwood Medical and Academic Area. This involves

a rail-like bus service operating where excess roadway width exists today on one of several potential

corridors that will be determined in conjunction with the community. Service would be high capacity

and high frequency and could interline with the JFK/UMass to LMA rapid bus corridor and even the
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West Station to LMA connection, connecting together southern Boston, the LMA, and Beacon Yards.

Future upgrades could see tracks and streetcar service initiated as ridership grows.

(Back to top)

Improved Silver Line: Dudley to Downtown

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Design and initial improvements within five years

Approx. cost: $22 million for capital improvements

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA, City capital program, and FTA

Who’s responsible: BTD, PWD, and MassDOT/MBTA

Description: Better rapid bus service and terminals on the Silver Line from downtown to Dudley —

Today the Silver Line between Dudley and downtown along Washington Street has protected bus

shelters and an exclusive red bus lane. In the next five years, the width of the lane will be increased,

physical buffers and stronger enforcement will ensure that it is not used for double parking, an off-

board payment system will allow for all-door boarding and prevent long passenger queues from

delaying stops, automated signal priority will avoid red-light delays, and raised, accessible platforms

will make it safer and easier for passengers of all abilities to board. An improved Dudley Station will

be paired with improved termini at Downtown Crossing and South Station, where new in-street

platforms will enable faster transfers to the Orange, Red, and waterfront Silver Lines.

(Back to top)

Oak Square to Comm Ave Improved Bus Corridor

Type: Project
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Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $7 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan for design and Boston MPO TIP for roadway

construction

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with MassDOT

Description: Create a rapid bus system to serve a large underserved neighborhood — The speed and

reliability of existing MBTA bus services connecting Oak Square and most of Brighton to Kenmore

Square and the LMA will increase notably with the introduction of rapid bus treatments along

Washington and Cambridge Streets. Synchronized signals with transit priority at intersections,

curbside queue-jump lanes to bypass traffic, flexible peak-hour bus lanes, off-board payment, and

other bus rapid transit (BRT) technology improvements would provide these neighborhoods with

greater transit capacity. Stops will include improved amenities and be fully accessible to anyone of

any ability.

(Back to top)

Seaport to Dorchester/Widett Urban Rail

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: 15+ years

Approx. cost: $60 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA and FTA

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA and BCEC

Description: Create new connections from Dorchester at Newmarket using Track 61 — The South
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Boston Waterfront contains a rail right-of-way running parallel to the South Boston Bypass

Road/Massport Haul Road, which was used in the past for single track freight rail shipments from the

rail system at Widett Circle out to the Marine Industrial Park. This line, known as Track 61, does not

currently connect to Boston’s transit system. To bring essential new transit capacity into this growing

district, urban rail running from Fairmount can use Track 61 for direct access from Dorchester.

Alternatively, the Fairmount Line could use a new tunnel connecting to the Silver Line. This service

could directly serve the Convention Center, a new station at D Street, and potentially a new Broadway

or Dorchester Ave station in South Boston. Integrated into the ground floor of the planned South

Boston Waterfront Transportation Center, direct connections between the Silver Line, commuter rail,

and consolidated shuttles would make transit the primary mode of access to the Seaport. The line

could also serve a future rail station at Widett Circle with appropriate rail or passenger connections.

Concepts and designs would be developed in coordination with the community.

(Back to top)

Inner Harbor Expansion

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: $21 million for new terminals and ferries; $1 million per year for operations

Potential funding sources: Federal grants for capital and infrastructure investments, private

development funding through municipal harbor plans and Chapter 91 licensing

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA, BCEC, and MassPort

Description: Lovejoy Wharf to Fan Pier and other new local ferry routes — MassDOT, through

guidance by the Water Transportation Advisory Council, is partnering with Boston Harbor Now to

develop a water transportation feasibility and business plan to look at passenger demand, locations

for ferry terminals, and service routes around Boston’s Inner Harbor. The Seaport Transportation

Management Association and the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center (BCEC) are also
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partnering to develop a business plan for ferry service between Fan Pier in South Boston and Lovejoy

Wharf at North Station to replace or augment land-based shuttle service. Recent and pending

additions of water transportation terminals including at Fan Pier, Lovejoy Wharf, and Lewis Mall will

offer direct connections between waterfront neighborhoods where direct access is limited or non-

existent, including East Boston and North Station to the South Boston Waterfront. Other proposed

connections include East Boston to Charlestown.

(Back to top)

Dudley Square Transit Hub

Type: Project

Where: Crosstown

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $15 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: MassDOT/MBTA with developer funding

Who’s responsible: MassDOT/MBTA with City of Boston

Description: Incorporating improved services into a high-quality indoor station — Coupled with the

improvement of existing Silver Line service and the addition of new crosstown service between the

LMA and JFK/UMass Station, the existing Dudley Station would be upgraded to become a high-

quality indoor facility to enhance the customer experience and minimize delays and aggravation on

transfers between bus routes. Improvements would be developed in coordination with the community

and riders through the Boston Planning and Development Agency’s (BPDA’s) ongoing Dudley PLAN

process. The new station would likely feature modern passenger amenities, electronic real-time travel

information, and new retail spaces in a well-integrated station that more efficiently processes buses

and minimizes conflicts with boarding passengers.

(Back to top)
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Massachusetts Avenue Rapid Bus

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $43 million for design and construction with vehicle costs to be determined

Potential funding sources: City of Boston and Cambridge for design, Boston MPO TIP for

construction

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with MassDOT and the City of Cambridge

Description: Exclusive bus lane with priority signals and quick bus boarding along Mass Ave — A

designated lane along Mass Ave would facilitate rapid travel for buses and other high occupancy

vehicles including university shuttles and ondemand bus services such as Bridj. In addition to the

exclusive lanes, which allow buses to avoid the congestion caused by cars, the stations would include

all-door boarding, offboard fare collection, and improved waiting areas, which would support and

promote transit ridership in this corridor and reward people who take the bus.

(Back to top)

Multiuse Path Extension to the Blue Hills

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: $6 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan and Boston MPO TIP
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Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works

Description: A protected, multiuse trail extending the Southwest Corridor to the Neponset

Greenway — Several possible routes are being considered to continue Boston’s Southwest Corridor to

the south in order to serve more residents and the region. One option is a safe and continuous

connection from Forest Hills through Franklin Park to the Neponset River Greenway, Claire

Saltonstall Bikeway, and the Blue Hills Reservation. Whether along Blue Hill Avenue or on American

Legion and Cummins Highways, a multiuse path for people walking, running, and cycling—buffered

from traffic and supplemented by trees and other green infrastructure—would extend a critical green

route for the city, enhancing opportunities for recreation and active transportation. Of the routes

proposed by the City’s GreenLinks plan, in coordination with LivableStreets Alliance’s Emerald

Network and MAPC’s LandLine initiative, one or more will be constructed. Connections will be made

to to other proposed multiuse paths including Columbia Road and the Fairmount Greenway

Neighborways.

(Back to top)

North Station to South Boston Waterfront Rapid Bus*

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $21 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City capital plan for design and Boston MPO TIP for construction

Who’s responsible: BTD and PWD with MassDOT

Description: Direct bus service between northern commuter rail lines and the Seaport in tandem

with ferry service — For commuters traveling through North Station and heading to the Seaport,

transit and shuttle options will be consolidated and expedited by providing bus service in exclusive

bus lanes running between Causeway Street and the South Boston Waterfront, as recommended in
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the South Boston Waterfront Sustainable Transportation Plan. For a direct connection from North

Station’s Lovejoy Wharf to Fan Pier in the Seaport, a new ferry route is proposed. With bus service

offering limited stops, all-door boarding, and separation from vehicle congestion, more commuters

could opt to take transit to the Seaport. Stops near Post Office Square, Atlantic Avenue, D Street, and

South Station, would serve dense areas in ways that would reduce crowding on other transit routes

and provide new connections to job hubs.

(Back to top)

I-90 Newton Urban Rail

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: 15+ years

Approx. cost: $100 million for stations and rail cars; $5 million annually to operate

Potential funding sources: MBTA/MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MBTA/MassDOT

Description: Subway-like service paralleling the Mass Pike from Newton to South Station — The

Worcester/Framingham Line currently provides service structured to accommodate suburban

commutes into three Boston stations (Yawkey, Back Bay and South Station) that serve key

employment districts. Trains arrive with 20 to 30 minute headways during peak commuting periods

and less frequently during the middle of the day. This project would use advanced train scheduling

technology to run smaller urban railcars in between the less-frequent commuter rail trains to provide

subway-like service between several neighborhoods of Boston and Newton, including new

connections at Boston Landing and West Station, in addition to the existing stations. With an

expanded South Station, this kind of rapid turnaround becomes more reasonable. Alternately, service

could be interlined with the Fairmount Line to connect to Newmarket and beyond.

(Back to top)
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Climate Protection for Vulnerable MBTA Stations

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: 5 to 15 years

Approx. cost: TBD

Potential funding sources: MBTA/MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MBTA/MassDOT

Description: Ensure that T stations are more resilient — Some T stations are already vulnerable to

coastal flooding in the case of an extreme weather event, and with climate change, they will become

increasingly vulnerable. These stations include JFK/UMass, Sullivan Square, and many Blue Line

stations in East Boston. They can be made more resilient during a rain or flood event with on site

redesign or barriers or be protected by other adaptations to the surrounding neighborhood,

particularly at flood entry points. These adaptations may also contribute to neighborhood protection.

Smaller scale protections may be necessary as well, such as conserving ADA access by protecting

elevator pits. Protection can be done with permanent design changes or the procurement and

installation of temporary structures. The Climate Ready Boston report highlights the vulnerability of

and the possible adaptive infrastructure for each of these stations as well as for the Silver Line

stations in the South Boston Waterfront, which are also vulnerable.

(Back to top)

West Station Transit Hub

Type: Project

Where: Regional
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Timeframe: 15+ years

Approx. cost: $85 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: MBTA/MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MBTA/MassDOT

Description: A new rail and bus station serving Brighton and the new Beacon Yards — As part of

the necessary reconstruction of an aging I-90 viaduct that curves above an abandoned rail yard,

MassDOT is designing a new station along the Framingham/Worcester commuter rail line that will

include direct connections to local buses, proposed rapid bus connections to the LMA and

Cambridge, and urban rail service to Newton. New walking routes into Allston near Boston University

and to the evolving Beacon Yards district adjacent to Harvard will also serve the new station. The

transit hub will improve connections between Boston and Cambridge and will bring regional travelers

to the expanding districts nearby. A study is underway, as are preliminary designs for the future

station.

(Back to top)

West Station Rapid Bus to LMA, Kendall, and Harvard Square

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Within 5 to 15 years in conjunction with local community process

Approx. cost: $133 million for design and construction

Potential funding sources: City of Boston and City of Cambridge for design, Boston MPO TIP for

roadway construction, MassDOT/MBTA for vehicle costs

Who’s responsible: BTD and Public Works with City of Cambridge and MassDOT/MBTA

Description: Create a new set of rapid bus connections — Using existing rail and highway right-of-
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way, a new set of transit lines would connect via West Station from the Longwood Medical Area

across the Charles River to both Kendall and Harvard Squares and their corresponding universities

and Red Line stations. Further connections could potentially continue on to the Orange Line, North

Point, or Alewife in the future. While the exact alignment and type of transit vehicles will be decided

in conjunction with MassDOT and the community, the service would provide high-frequency

limitedstop service between the Green Line near Kenmore Square, the urban rail along I-90, the

MBTA’s Route 1 bus on Massachusetts Avenue, and the Red Line. These lines would connect many

transit commuters with top regional employment centers without requiring travel into the core of

Boston.

(Back to top)

South Station Expansion

Type: Project

Where: Regional

Timeframe: Four and a half year construction schedule following completion of design, permitting,

and securing of funding

Approx. cost: $1.6 billion

Potential funding sources: Federal Rail Administration (FRA), MassDOT

Who’s responsible: MassDOT, MBTA, Amtrak

Description: Additional track capacity in order to accommodate more frequent train service —

MassDOT has been studying the viability and benefits of expanding South Station by adding seven

new tracks and four new platforms to the existing 13 tracks and seven platforms. This addition, along

with reconfiguring the rail lines, creating additional midday layover capacity, and enlarging and

improving the passenger waiting areas (the “headhouse” building), would reduce existing capacity

challenges and allow for expanded regional rail service and Amtrak inter-city service in the future

(Back to top)
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Trump proposal relies on claims by religious researchers

Storms could bring hail and severe winds

Dick Albert, former Channel 5 weatherman, dies

In Michelle Carter’s hometown, opinions vary on justice of her sentence

MORE...

A proposal by President Trump’s administration would undo the Affordable Care Act’s five-year-old

mandate for birth control coverage.

MORE...

Damaging winds, quarter-size hail, and even a tornado are possibilities in Massachusetts today.

MORE...

“It’s a huge loss,” said Harvey Leonard. “It’s truly like losing a brother, that’s what I considered him

to be.” 

MORE...

Residents who spoke to the Globe were split on whether Carter, now 20, received an appropriate

sentence for urging Conrad Roy III to kill himself.
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The majority of Harvard’s incoming class is nonwhite

VA Secretary ousts third official at troubled N.H. hospital

Mother of Conrad Roy III seeks $4.2m in wrongful death suit against Michelle
Carter

State agrees with Trump administration to delay long-awaited water pollution
rules

Teamster in Top Chef trial could get jail time for posting on Facebook during
trial

Thousands of cyclists are pedaling during the 38th Pan-Mass Challenge

He thought he was dying, but highway chief paved his own road to salvation

MORE...

Harvard’s push to broaden diversity comes as the Trump administration turns its focus on

affirmative action policies.

MORE...

VA Secretary David Shulkin said he was responding to allegations of dangerously substandard care

made by medical staff in a Boston Globe report last month.

MORE...

Lynn Roy says she is seeking damages “caused by the defendant’s negligence and wanton and

reckless conduct.”

MORE...

A landmark plan to curb pollution in lakes, rivers, and streams throughout Massachusetts has been

delayed for at least another year.

MORE...

Daniel Redmond, one of four Teamsters on trial, posted an article on the Facebook page, “Support

the Teamster 4,” violating a court order to not speak publicly about the case. 

MORE...

More than 5,300 cyclists took off Saturday morning in the 2017 Pan-Mass Challenge, raising money

for patient care and cancer research. 

Tom Tinlin needed a lot of things to go his way when a blood vessel in his brain burst in April.
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Lawbreakers or just really lucky? Mass. has more repeat lottery winners than
any other state

Police disperse hundreds of youths in the North End

A cross-country bicycle trip of a lifetime — delayed 40 years

State Police investigate video of youths fighting on pier in Quincy

Cambridge city councilor to leave politics

This weekend, bus shuttles replace rail service on five lines

Michelle Carter receives 15 months in jail; will remain free pending appeal

MORE...Fittingly, one of them was traffic.

MORE...

Some people redeem so many winning tickets that they raise questions about the integrity and

oversight of the $5 billion state lottery.

MORE...

State Police spokesman David Procopio said Boston police requested Massachusetts State Police assistance with

dispersing between 500 and 1,000 youths.

MORE...

John Sweeney averaged 65 miles a day, mostly along Route 20, a 3,365-mile ribbon of asphalt that

is the longest road in the United States.

MORE...A video of youths being punched and kicked is making the rounds on social media.

MORE...

Cambridge city councilor Leland Cheung, the first Asian-American on the council, announced this

week that he intends to leave politics.

MORE...You might want to just stay home this weekend.

A judge sentenced Michelle Carter to two and a half years, with 15 months to serve and 15 months

probation, for goading her boyfriend to kill himself in a high-profile texting suicide case. However,
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